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Där maskrosbarnen får blomma
Nya Skiftinge förskola sprakar och lever i sitt uttryck. Sidobyggnad-
ernas lila färgtoner och lekfulla mönster framträder mot den högre 
huvudbyggnadens ljusgrå fasad i fibercement. En fasad som 
utsmyckats med skolans signum: maskrosor som sätter frön i vinden. 

Arkitekten berättar
“Maskrosorna symboliserar att detta är en plats där barnen kan växa 
och blomma ut trots en dålig och mager omgivande jordmån.
Fibercementskivor är tåliga, robusta och underhållet är minimalt. 
De ger även en möjlighet att få fram olika gestaltningsidéer.”

Anette Eriksson, Arkitekt SAR/MSA Carlstedt Arkitekter AB

Fler bilder och film från Skiftinge finns på  cembrit.se
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We need to change 
how we consume
Hudiksvall, sweden The debate surrounding 
Swedish forestry has been quite vocal over  
the spring. Should we leave the forest to grow  
or should we make use of its 
resources? Most people agree 
that increased use of wood is 
good if the alternative is to use 
more plastic, concrete or steel. 
This argument is, of course, right 
and few people oppose it. 

However, there is another 
alternative, and that is that we, 
humanity, recognise the conse-
quence of depleting resources and 
reduce our consumption. In that 
world, demand for all the above 
raw materials decreases, including for wood 
products – less in the way of wooden buildings, 
wood fibre-based packaging, hygiene products, 
biofuels, etc. 

I have full respect for this argument, as long as 
there is clarity about the negative consequences 
of such a global transformation. Over the past 
century, our developing economy has driven 
research, innovation, education, health and 
prosperity. It is worth reflecting, in particular, on 
how the world has been able to create a vaccine 
in record time and distribute it to combat a 
pandemic that not so long ago would have been 
much deadlier than it is today. 

My solution is far from simple, yet it can be 
summarised in two words: susTAiNABLe CONsuMP-
TiON! There is a way for us to combine continued 
growth, healthcare, education, vaccines and 
wellbeing with proper management of the plan-
et’s limited resources. It requires us to seriously 
and immediately switch to renewable materials! 
Leave fossil raw materials in the ground – their 
day is done. Invest in the sun, the wind and the 
forest, which give us new resources and materials 
on a daily basis and constantly recycle them-
selves. Let us also work on circular flows, where 
reuse becomes a profitable business model. 

I believe this is the future, but it requires 
careful consideration, compromise, fact-based 
solutions, constructive discussions and develop-
ment. The Swedish forest industry’s challenge is 
to listen without being drawn into the dead-end 
of the polarising Twitter debate and opinion 
journalism. In contrast to many of these com-
mentators, we have taken on the incredibly 
stimulating task of keeping several balls in the air 
at once. We are committed to biodiversity, giving 
people fantastic natural experiences, substituting 
fossil products and – most importantly of all 
– showing that all this can go hand-in-hand with 
growth based on sustainable consumption, 
optimal resource use and a smaller climate 
footprint. 

A happy summer to you all!

Mathias Fridholm Director, Swedish Wood

Mathias Fridholm

Swedish Wood represents the Swedish  
sawmill industry and is part of the Swedish 
Forest Industries Federation. The forest 
industry is one of Sweden’s most important 
business sectors. It provides employment 
throughout the country. Thanks to its natural 
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Circular bank as 
sustainable investment
A bank that has a clear sustainability profile for its 
investment portfolio naturally also wants its offices 
to meet the same criteria. The new headquarters of 
Triodos are therefore circular, as well as being the 
world’s first material bank.
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Elegant curves 
define the space

lempäälä, Finland Confirmations, christenings 
and weddings next to a campsite? Absolutely, 
thought the congregation members who own 
Tervajärvi campsite and placed a chapel in the 
nearby forest.

The structure of the chapel also determines its 
aesthetics. Elegantly curved spruce glulam beams 
split in two just off the ground and branch out to 
each side to meet the next glulam beam in the 
middle, before curving elegantly back to reunite 
with their original beam at the roof ridge. The 
chapel is only small, so the joints have been made 
rigid so as not to interrupt the space with 

crossbeams. The stiffness of the joints was 
achieved by placing the screws in a circle and 
skilfully concealing them so that no fixings are 
visible.

The exterior roof is made from grooved planks 
of Siberian larch that, like the façade, have been 
treated with coal-black tar. Since the wood is at 
risk of splitting with the varying moisture levels, 
the planks are only fixed down the centre line, 
with the heartwood facing outward to maintain 
watertightness as the wood gradually forms a 
convex curve.«
w| noan.fi
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A short way off the ground, the bent glulam 
beams divide to meet up with the adjacent 
beams, before curving back to unite at the top.

Ålen, norway For centuries, 
people living near Hessdalen in 
Norway have been treated to 
remarkable light phenomena in 
the sky. Researchers talk about 
electromagnetic fields linked to 
the geology, but the play of 
light has also prompted specu-
lation that it may be a popular 
landing site for uFOs. 

Forestry company Statskog 
took this to heart when having a 
new tourist cabin built, commis-
sioning the architects to create 
something that looks like a 
spaceship. The structure is 

raised on eight short, slender 
steel posts, creating the illusion 
that the cabin is hovering off the 
ground. The rest of the building 
is made of spruce CLT with wood 
fibre insulation. The spruce 
façade has been treated using 
the shou sugi ban technique and 
then oiled to give a dark, robust 
finish that also shrugs off the 
effects of the weather. 

Internally, the exposed CLT 
elements are white-oiled to 
create a softer atmosphere. 
Openings have been cut into 
the façade for windows of 
different shapes and sizes, 
giving visitors great views of 
the surrounding landscape, so 
they can enjoy the legendary 
light show.«
w| statskog.no
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object Tervajärvi chapel
arcHitect Noan

structural engineer Timo 
Haavisto, Ingenjörskontoret 

Asko Keronen

Speculation about local light phenomena 
and UFOs inspired the design of this 
Norwegian tourist cabin.

The house has been fully adapted 
to the site, surrounded by walls that 
lend both character and shade.

karlsHamn, sweden Eriksberg Wildlife 
Park is a 900 hectare game reserve in the 
Blekinge archipelago, where visitors can 

encounter animals 
such as deer, Euro-
pean bison and sea 
eagles, all in a setting 
of leafy deciduous 
woodland. And there 
is certainly a good 

chance of getting close to the wildlife in 
the 50 square metre Illusion Villa. The 
structure rests on four-metre high posts 
and is located above a feeding station, 
giving guests a great view through a 
glazed panel in the floor. The façade is clad 
in polished sheet metal that reflects the 
surrounding environment and from some 
angles makes the cabin difficult to spot. 
The thatched roof is a way to connect to 
the local building vernacular, and internally 
the dominant material is wood. The walls 
and ceiling have been painted in a subtle 
yet playful colour palette, set off by the 
white-oiled floors. 

Powered by solar energy and gas, the 
building also has a wood-burning stove and 
a large terrace, creating a high level of 
comfort despite the lack of running water.«
w| sandellsandberg.se

Animals undisturbed

Stargazing from a spaceship

object House between walls
arcHitect Arba

structural engineer  
ACDF Industrie

Preserved walls 
shaped the house

object Illusion
arcHitect  
Sandell Sandberg
structural engineer 
Kvarteret konstruktörer

tHomery, Frankrike How much of a site’s history should be kept 
for posterity? This was a question for the architects at Arba, when 
they were commissioned to design a family home and were con-
fronted with two old stone walls that split the plot in two. Although 
the walls prevented the architects from creating a large, open unit, 
they were left in place, not just because they provided shade and a 
great backdrop for vines, but above all because they were part of 
the site’s soul. 

One wall was given a new opening, but otherwise the building 
has been fully adapted to the site, and thanks to the walls, the 
property has three different gardens, with varying degrees of sun 
and shade. For ease of access around the house, wooden decking 
runs between the façade and the walls, protected by generous 
eaves with visible beams. The gables are fitted with horizontal 
ribbed screening and the dark tarred façade contrasts sharply with 
the light interior, where wood of varying dimensions has been left 
exposed.«
w| arba.pro
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object Ufo
arcHitect Studio Sjellsand

structural engineer Reidar 
Skogli, Harboe og Leganger
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newtown, uk In the south-
east of England, a former car 
park has given way to a theatre 
that has become something of a 
community hub. The building, 
including its outdoor amphithe-
atre, belongs to the neighbour-
ing school, but outside of school 
hours it is open to theatre 
groups and other clubs. 

At the entrance, visitors are 
met by the glulam posts of the 
portico, which serve as a 
noticeboard and a clear assem-
bly space. The façade is clad in 

panels of a cement and pine 
fibre composite, which was 
machine cut off-site to reduce 
waste and then assembled by 
hand. The warm red hue harmo-
nises with the local brick build-
ings and is also echoed in the 
interior, but this time with 
beech battens that complement 
the exposed CLT of the struc-
tural frame and have been 
placed closer together in the 
lower part of the building to 
give the structure extra sup-
port. The CLT was chosen in 
order to reduce both the cost 
and construction time of the 
project. It also helps to ensure 
good air quality, as the building 
has no ventilation system.«
w| jonathantuckey.com
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The red shade of the façade is repeated 
in the beech interior and in the local 
brick buildings.

Den öppna interiören avdelas 
naturligt till flera mindre ytor tack 
vare golvets olika nivåer och material. 

kvitFjell, norway Kvitfjell, north of 
Lillehammer in Norway, offers fantastic 
skiing as well as spectacular views of the 

mountainous land-
scape. At the top of 
the slope, a new 
holiday home has 
been subtly added 
next to the existing 

cottages. The 26 metre-long, T-shaped 
building is made entirely of locally grown 
pine. This includes the roof which, like the 
façade, has been left untreated to gradual-
ly take on a grey colour that will allow the 
building to merge into the landscape. 

The uniform material gives the holiday 
home a cohesive and subtle look that sits 
comfortably with the surroundings. Inter-
nally, the knotty pine covering the walls, 
ceilings and floors has been white-oiled so 
that even on dark, chilly winter evenings, it 
will give a soft and light feel. On the inside 
it is also clear how the shape of the 
pitched roof follows the topography of the 
site. Some of the generous windows face 
south, but most of them open out to the 
west to capture the evening sun.«
w| erlingberg.com

Immersed in the hill

Portico invites in theatre audiences

object Summer house RR
arcHitect Norell/Rodhe

Level differences 
define the space

kvegerö, sweden This neat little holiday home has been carefully 
placed in the Sörmland landscape. The low, long building faces the 
neighbouring forest, instead of opening up onto the adjacent field to 
give a tranquil feel. The grey rendered façade is framed by the 
corrugated aluminium roof. Six slender glulam posts – that run from 
the floor of the veranda to the eaves – divide the exterior into five 
spaces, creating a cohesive and almost monolithic look, with the 
different shapes and sizes of the windows creating an animated 
façade. 

The interior spaces inspire play and movement, with the con-
crete floor complemented by a linseed oil soaped pine floor over 
different levels. The mix of materials and levels gives both move-
ment and spatial definition, despite the partially open-plan layout. 
The raised levels are also used as storage, allowing items to be 
stowed away between the floors. The rooms are visually connected 
via sheets of birch plywood mounted on the ceiling.«
w| norellrodhe.se
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object Kvitfjell hytte
arcHitect Erling Berg
structural engineer  
 Fron bygg

object David Brownlow theatre
arcHitect Jonathan Tuckey 

Design
structural engineer  

Webb Yates engineers

ERGOFAST AB Dumpergatan 4 442 18 Kungälv  
+46 (0) 303 20 80 50 | info@ergofast.se

Modernt trähusbyggande för med sig nya  
utmaningar för konstruktörer och därför arbetar 
Holz Technic ständigt med att utveckla både 
produkter och support. 

Förutom specialiserade produkter för CLT 
om fattar vårt erbjudande skruv, beslag,  
mem braner och tejper, verktyg, ljudisolering och 
fallskydd. Allt utvecklat för att göra det möjligt 
att bygga både säkrare och bättre i trä. 

Kontakta richard.wagner@ergofast.se,  
070 532 82 58 eller läs mer om Holz Technics 
produkter och våra andra produkter på  
ergofast.se

Holz Technic 
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VI UTVECKLAR TRÄ-
BYGGNADSKONSTEN 
GENOM TYSTA HUS
Med ödmjukhet och nytänkande 
skapar vi framtidens tysta och 
miljövänliga byggnader tillsammans 
med våra kunder och deras 
projektteam. Vi hittar attraktiva 
klimatsmarta lösningar för hållbart 
byggande i naturliga material, med 
människan i centrum

Vårt specialiserade team erbjuder 
mer än 50 års erfarenhet inom 
branschen och leder utvecklingen av 
mät- och beräkningsverktyg för att 
säkerställa rätt kvalitet på rätt 
plats. 

010 - 788 18 70
info@acouwood.com
www.acouwood.com

ACOUWOOD
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Circular transition for 
the living environment
malmö, sweden Malmö is Sweden’s fastest 
growing city, and that growth needs to be both 
resource-efficient and sustainable. This requires 
smart, responsible and sustaina-
ble thinking. We need to plan 
Malmö in a way that creates 
good conditions for all our resi-
dents to live a good life and 
realise their dreams within the 
planet’s limits, today and tomor-
row. Cities are key arenas for the 
ongoing transition work, as we 
switch from a linear way of 
building and developing our 
communities to a circular ap-
proach. 

 Our ambitious environmental goals have been 
in place for a long time, and now attention has 
turned to the climate impact of the construction 
and civil engineering sector. In partnership with 
the industry initiative LFM30 (a local roadmap for 
a climate-neutral construction and civil engineer-
ing sector in Malmö by 2030, with over 150 
organisations signed up) we have concluded that 
a climate-neutral shift is both necessary and 
entirely possible. In a winning concept, everyone 
is expected to share knowledge and perspectives, 
taking on board the roadmap’s focus on action.

To achieve the city’s sustainability goals, it is 
important that the architecture and construction 
demonstrate long-term responsibility, resource 
and energy efficiency, and climate-neutral and 
healthy material choices. This requires strong 
collaboration within the building process and a 
greater focus on sustainability from a lifecycle 
perspective, with construction methods and 
materials assessed not only in terms of function 
and cost but also climate impact. As a circular 
material, wood has a central role to play in this 
transition.

In our jointly realised living environment, the 
materials we surround ourselves and live with are 
vital for our physical and mental wellbeing. The 
material’s capacity to create an environment with 
good acoustics, plenty of natural light, clean air 
and stimulating texture is fundamental. This far 
north, we live much of our lives indoors, and so 
the architect’s choice and treatment of materials 
has to be of the highest standard. But of course 
the same applies to our public spaces. The 
materials say something about our roots, our 
present and our future. Anyone who follows 
Pernilla Wåhlin Norén, an architect working in 
Dalarna, on Instagram will understand what I 
mean. Or anyone waiting for a bus in the warm 
light of Wingårdhs’ Vasaplan station in Umeå  
– a space where the wooden structure creates  
a pleasant place.

We need to continue upping our game as we 
jointly evolve the construction process through 
close collaboration between architects, structur-
al engineers, material suppliers and developers, in 
order to create a sustainably designed living 
environment.

Marcus Horning, Planning Director, City of Malmö
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The hushed feel of the interior is like 
a library, with several hundred wood 
samples stacked on the shelves.

object Maruhon showroom
arcHitect Katori

structural engineer  
 kAp Inc.

Showroom for 
wood samples

rankosHi, japan Geographi-
cally close to busy ski resorts 
with lively après ski, but spirit-
ually about as far from these as 
you can get. Surrounded by 
three hectares of forest, and 
accessible only via a narrow dirt 
track, stands a holiday home 
that a Japanese family heads for 
to enjoy a moment of leisure. 
The 230 square metre building is 
positioned on the edge of a 
forest glade and shaped like a 
tree, with 11 branches that 
extend from the central trunk, 
offering small, private alcoves. 
Each alcove terminates with a 
full wall of glass so that even 
when indoors, you feel like part 
of the forest.

The structure comprises a 
floating slab of reinforced 
concrete that combines with 

the lightweight timber frame to 
accommodate the protruding 
branches. The frame is clad with 
narrow, vertical wooden bat-
tens, which are also integrated 

into the screens over some of 
the windows. Resting the 
building on steel piles contrib-
utes to the stylish, suspended 
look. Internally, the white walls 
and polished concrete floor 
contrast with wooden features 
– just like the rocks and trees 
outside.«
w| florianbusch.com

Natural living 
with 11 alcoves
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Fukuoka, japan What better way to display wood products than 
to create a building that calls to mind a tree both inside and out? 
This was how the Japanese architects at Katori approached their 
assignment to create a showroom for Maruhon Fukuoka, a manu-
facturer of interior wood products. The oval building is meant to 
look like a large tree growing beside a crossroads in the city. Its 
vertical planks of Japanese cedar (Cryptomeria japonica) are joined 
without the use of screws and have been treated with a naturally 
made stain made from leaves, berries and roots.

Internally, to maintain the feeling of being inside a tree trunk, the 
number of windows is limited. Instead, spotlights place a focus on 
the two-storey high atrium, lined with exposed flooring, shelves, 
beams and tables of wood, complemented with narrow railings and 
details in steel. Here visitors are invited to sit down and take in the 
options that wood offers, not only via the more than 400 wood 
samples, but also the architecture and furniture.«
w| katori-ada.com

object House in the forest
arcHitect Florian Busch
structural engineer OAk (Masa-
to Araya, Takayuki Fujimoto)

Having dense forest as the only 
neighbour and a separate alcove for 
every bedroom creates a private space.

Ansvarsfullt tillverkad i Rundvik, Sverige. www.masonitebeams.se

MFB ACADEMY är nätverket med aktörer 
som alla bygger med Masonite Beams 
Flexibla Byggsystem. Idag består akademin 
av partners med expertkompetens inom ljud, 
brand, energi, arkitektur och konstruktion. 
Våra experters långa erfarenhet säkrar varje 
projekt från start till mål och ser till att re-
sultatet blir kostnadseffektivt och hållbart. 

LITA PÅ EN VÄL BEPRÖVAD och kost-
nadseffektiv teknik. Byggsystemet är lätt att 
montera och klarar ljudklass A.  

Byggsystemets fördelar:

• Lätt stomsystem 
• Klarar stora spännvidder 
• Stor arkitektonisk flexibilitet 
• Levereras färdiganpassad
• Minsta möjliga miljö- och  

resursbelastning
• Enkel att projektera  

LÄGST KLIMATAVTRYCK har Maso-
nite Beams Byggsystem enligt Svenska 
Miljöinstitutets nya livscykelstudie. ”MFB 
byggsystem har den lägsta klimatpåverkan 
för en byggnad som vi har analyserat hittills 
för referenshuset Blå Jungfrun” säger Martin 
Erlandsson, LCA-expert vid IVL.  
 
FLERA ÅR AV UTVECKLING ligger bakom 
Masonite Beams Flexibla Byggsystem. Ett 
byggsystem med lättbalksstomme med stor 
arkitektonisk frihet vid byggande av villor, 
industrier, påbyggnader och höga trähus upp 
till 8 våningar. 
 

Masonite Beams
Byggsystem
Stomsystemet med lägst klimatpåverkan  

 
Masonite Beams ingår i Byggma Group. 
www.masonitebeams.se 

”Pejl på snickeri-
branschen”

Prosmart System AB
Industrigatan 44B
571 38 Nässjö

0380-60 00 60    
info@prosmart.se
prosmart.se

Enklare arbetsmetoder för 

Folkessons Snickeri

Folkessons Snickeri är ett modernt 
finsnickeri där hantverkskunskap 
kombineras med högteknologiska 
produktionsmetoder. Med de senaste 
tekniska lösningarna finns Folkessons 
Snickeri till för både för privatpersoner 
och företag, och för att underlätta 
i arbetet – med ett tillgängligt och 
lättanvänt systemstöd – används 
Prosmarts webbaserade system. 

Behöver ditt företag stöd kring 
komplexa projekt? Vi hjälper dig gärna!
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kyoto, japan A Japanese aesthetic and respect for 
nature were front of mind when a Kyoto hotel’s wed-
ding chapel needed sympathetic renovation work. 
Based on the idea of a new and inclusive spirit, a space 
was created to encourage more people to marry here, 
whether their belief is conventional or they want a 
ceremony without any religious elements.

The new interior is based on the chapel’s previous 
framing, with the architects adding a network of thin 
wooden battens. The light entering from the narrow 
window along the roof ridge and indirect lighting from 
spotlights combine to give the guests a sense of being 

in a forest grove – like sunlight streaming through tree 
branches and casting natural shadows. 

The roof trusses pierce the airy side screens to fix 
into the walls behind. This creates a symbiosis between 
the roof and the walls and a sense of depth and space, 
while also contributing to the chapel’s acoustics and 
reverberation, an important factor in a ceremonial 
setting like this.«
•  The roof and walls are made of Japanese cedar (Crypto-

meria japonica) that has been stained and fireproofed. 
Behind the altar stands a wall of unpolished granite, 
which further accentuates the link between inside and 
out.

•  The previous lattice windows have been replaced to 
bring in more light and connect with the forest beyond.

w| katori-ada.com

THOUGHTFUL AESTHETIC  
WITH GRACEFUL SOLEMNITY
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pHotograpHer  
 Tomohiro  
Sakashita

object  
Westin Miyako 

kapell
arcHitect  

Katori
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NEW LIFE

FOR REUSED 

STATION Once upon a time Gare Maritime train 
station in Brussels played an important 
role in goods transport. Now the building 
has a new claim to fame. Inside the 
rustic cast iron shell, Europe’s biggest 
CLT project has just been completed. »

text Ellinor Thunberg  
pHoto Filip Dujardin/Neutelings Riedijk architects

In Brussels there is now a district where 
it never rains. The architects have 
placed CLT buildings inside the seven 
covered halls of a train station.

www.elecosoft.se

Effektiv dimensionering av 
pelare, balk och träförband 
Dimensioneringsprogrammet för dig som arbetar med trä- 
och stålkonstruktioner. Snabbt, säkert och tidsbesparande.

Kontakta oss så ordnar vi en personlig webbdemo.  
statcon@elecosoft.se, 010-130 87 00

LÄS MER 
PÅ VÅRA

HEMSIDORGunnebo Fastening har i över 250 år levererat infästningslös-
ningar till den professionella användaren. Som en del av Simp-
son Strong-Tie - världsledande inom byggbeslag och fäste-
lement. Arbetar vi varje dag med kvalitet, miljö och säkerhet 
som ledstjärnor för att möta våra kunders behov, såväl med 
högkvalitativa och innovativa produkter som med vår kunskap 
och erfarenhet. Genom produktutveckling, egen produktion 
och lagerhantering på plats i Gunnebo, samt ett rikstäckande 
säljarnätverk och teknisk rådgivning finns vi nära våra kunder 
varje dag.

Genom vårt gemensamma intresse för tung träkonstruktion 
har vi under lång tid kunnat erbjuda marknaden en rad tek-
niska hjälpmedel och koncept för att underlätta dimensione-
ring, projektering och byggteknik inom tung träkonstruktion.

Vi erbjuder ett komplett Tekniskt paket  
för tung träkonstruktion!

Gbo Fastening Systems AB | SE-593 75 GUNNEBO SWEDEN
KUNDSERVICE 0490 300 00  |  www.gunnebofastening.se

VIA VÅR HEMSIDA GUNNEBOFASTENING.SE HITTAR DU:

Produktkataloger för  
tung träkonstruktion: 

■ Solid Serien 
■ Träskruvshandbok 

Digitala 
Dimensioneringsverktyg:

■ Solid Wood

Projektering: 

■ Tekla komponenter  
■  CAD Bibliotek  
■ Referensobjekt
■ Teknisk dokumentation

Produktkataloger för 
tung träkonstruktion:  

■ Byggbeslag för  
KL-Trä konstruktioner
■ Byggbeslag för  
bärande konstruktioner 

VIA VÅR HEMSIDA STRONGTIE.SE HITTAR DU:

Digitala 
Dimensioneringsverktyg:

■ Connector Selector

Projektering: 

■ Teknisk dokumentation  
■ Tekla komponenter  
■  CAD Bibliotek
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uring the first half of the 20th century, Gare Maritime was 
a train station buzzing with activity, as goods were loaded 

and unloaded for onward delivery within Brussels by both 
sea and rail. The magnificent cast iron building was complet-
ed in 1907 in the Tour & Taxis industrial zone and was a vital 
cog in the logistical machine of the Belgian capital. But times 
change, and by the end of the 1980s the once so stylish build-
ing had been abandoned to its fate. When Neutelings Riedijk 
Architects entered the frame, the building was derelict, but 
now it has been brought back to life.

»We’ve transformed Gare Maritime and its seven halls into 
a little commercial centre, an extension of the urban district, 
where it never rains,« says architect Michiel Riedijk, who is 
CEO of Neutelings Riedijk Architects. 

The whole area in central Brussels is being regenerated, with 
Gare Maritime as the crowning glory. The former station 
halls are all connected in a line – alternating between high 
and low ceilings, depending on whether they were once a 
track or a platform. One end opens onto a street, Picardstraat, 
and the other currently overlooks a small park. The neigh-
bourhood feel continues inside the station, where existing 
service buildings have been renovated and whole new build-
ings with a CLT frame and oak façade details have been insert-
ed. A timber frame was chosen in part for reasons of weight.

»The halls are made of cast iron and everything is sitting 
on slightly raised ground, so if we had used heavy panels or 
carried out heavy groundwork near the iron structure, that 
could have affected its whole load-bearing capacity. Instead, 
we went for a CLT frame since it is light and could be assem-
bled as a prefabricated carcass.«

Measuring 280 metres in length and 140 metres in width, 
Gare Maritime is an enormous building, and the same inner 
structure that has now been completed in CLT would have 
weighed five times more in concrete.

Because the prefabricated CLT frame is so light, there was 
no need for any extensive foundation work or tall cranes, 
which in turn had several positive effects: the work pro-
gressed quickly and there was no need to open the roof, so 
everyone could work in the dry throughout the construction 
process. It also worked well to leave the CLT untreated, and 
everything can be disassembled later in a spirit of circularity. 
When the architects first began considering wood as a mate-
rial, they were inspired by the old goods trains and cattle 

D

wagons – although the result is significantly more elegant.
»Working with wood on a project of this scale was new for 

us, so it was a challenge. With respect for the building and 
the look we wanted to achieve, we chose a modest design 
that primarily accentuates the qualities of the wood. The 
palette is made up of restored wood in the historical frame, 
the colour of the cast iron, plus the oak and CLT, which to-
gether create a homely and welcoming feel,« states Michiel 
Riedijk.

But Gare Maritime is more than just Europe’s biggest CLT 
project – the building is also fossil free and energy neutral 
and has more solar panels than anywhere else in Brussels. 
The panels are incorporated into the roof and the streetside »

The architects were inspired by the goods trains of old 
and the wooden cattle wagons. The CLT also delivers 
good acoustics and a warm and welcoming feel.

façade, covering 17,000 square metres of the building in total. 
A commitment to sustainability immediately led the client, 
Extensa Group, to choose Neutelings Riedijk Architects’ pro-
posal to create a little wooden community within the sta-
tion’s walls.

»As soon as we heard the idea, building in wood felt com-
pletely natural and indeed inevitable. It links in with the 
sustainability issue, and the circular nature of the wooden 
structures illustrates that our focus on sustainability goes 
down to the tiniest detail,« explains Sandrine Jacobs, Head of 
Communications at Extensa Group.

Covering 35 hectares in central Brussels, this is an im-
mense urban development project, and Extensa Group has a 

number of properties there, but Gare Maritime seems to have 
something special about it.

»It’s a building with soul that has been sympathetically 
renovated to retain elements from the past that, in a world 
beyond the pandemic, is ready to open up to the possibilities 
of the future. We believe Gare Maritime could become a flag-
ship for the area, moving from a logistical hub to a hub for 
creativity,« says Sandrine Jacobs.

However, the pandemic is currently still with us and 
everything is moving at half speed. The building has not yet 
been officially opened, but soon there will be more shops and 
cultural events. One company to have recently moved in is 
Universal Music, which has vacated its offices outside the 

Section through Gare Maritime’s seven halls.
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arcHitect: Neutelings Riedijk architects.
structura engineers: Bureau Bouwtechnie, Ney & Partners.
landscape arcHitect:  Omgeving.
client: Extensa group.
area: 45,000 square metres.
w| neutelings-riedijk.com

Gare Maritime
Brussels, Belgium

centre. The sustainability profile of their new base was a 
strong argument for the move. 

»We don’t want to just echo our artists’ values regarding 
sustainability. We want to set an example and contribute to a 
greener and more sustainable way of conducting our work. 
That’s what makes Gare Maritime such a perfect fit for us,« 
says Pol Walraet, Finance Director at Universal Music.

Gare Maritime’s attractive features include a climate-neu-
tral building, an interesting location close to the centre and 
public transport, and a cultural edge linked to the events and 
creative industries sited here. But Pol Walraet also highlights 
the architecture and the building’s history as contributing 
factors in the decision for businesses to relocate here.

» »Absolutely. The decision to retain and accentuate the 
historical elements and then add wood into the mix has had 
a phenomenal effect. The site exudes energy and tranquillity 
at the same time, and that feeling is extremely motivating 
and overwhelming, in a good way. Working here gives a 
sense of exclusivity and puts a smile on your face every day.« 

IWG is a company that specialises in offices and work envi-
ronments, operating under different brands, one of which is 
Spaces – a concept for co-working that now has an address in 
Gare Maritime.

»The feel and look are incredibly important to us and to 
our clients, as part of creating their brand. Gare Maritime is a 
building people want to be associated with. I love going there 

»I found an open café and had a cappuccino. It felt wonder-
ful! I like the relaxed feel, the fact that this is a playful project 
with a sense of urban cool. I really hope Gare Maritime will 
become an extension of the public space,« concludes Michiel 
Riedijk.

The timber ceiling has been restored and cleaned, return-
ing it to its former glory. It combines with the CLT and oak 
details to create a warm palette of woods.

Head of Communications Sandrine Jacobs

» BUILDING IN WOOD FELT 
COMPLETELY NATURAL 
AND INDEED INEVITABLE.«

Sa
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myself. It feels like home,« says Will Willems, Regional  
Manager at IWG.

In addition to the environmental profile, he explains that there 
is a great deal of charm in a future where you can kick back 
with a coffee in one of the shops or take part in an event. Gare 
Maritime appears well on the way to establishing itself as the 
place to be, not least to stroll along the 60 metre-wide boule-
vards lined with mature trees, or to linger in one of the 10 
different covered gardens. The architect himself has also visit-
ed the project since its completion, and although it has not 
yet reached its full potential, he is very pleased with the feel-
ing within its walls.
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Bank that dares  
to innovate Triodos Bank’s new headquarters in the Netherlands 

are the pinnacle of sustainability. The building is fully 
circular, which means that all the materials in it, 
except the foundations, can be disassembled and 
recycled. It is also the world’s first material bank. »
text Sara Bergqvist pHoto Alexander van Berge

The bank’s new offices have been built with cir-
cularity in mind. Behind the glass façade with its 
slim steel posts, the exposed wooden structure 
is an important part of the building’s identity.
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he bank’s new offices are attractively situated on the ver-
dant De Reehorst Estate in Zeist, 12 minutes by train from 
the fourth-largest Dutch city of Utrecht. Viewed from 

above, the building is a little like an elongated three-leaf 
clover. Standing just a few metres away, the billowing move-
ment of the forest follows the form of the building. But it 
wasn’t the forest that had to give way to the building, but 
vice versa. 

»We had a report showing the paths that the bats were 
flying, and we didn’t want to get in the way of that. So we 
designed the building in a way that would keep us 10 metres 
from the existing trees,« explains Erik Mulder, who was  
responsible for the project, along with Thomas Rau at RAU 
Architects. 

It was also no coincidence that the new bank headquarters 
ended up where they did from a broader geographical per-
spective. It was around here that the bank first launched its 
business 40 years ago.

»We had grown out of our old premises and were looking 
to relocate. In contrast to our previous offices, we had a 
non-negotiable requirement that the new site would be near 
a train station. And that the building would be an expression 
of our identity. But when we looked, we couldn’t find a suita-
ble option right next to any of the more central cities, such as 
Utrecht or Amersfoort,« says Matthijs Bierman, former CEO of 
Triodos Bank in the Netherlands, who was deeply involved in 
the construction of the new offices.

Triodos Bank has an explicit sustainability profile, with all 
investments having to meet good standards of economic, 
ecological and social sustainability. When the bank began 
planning the new offices in 2011, they naturally also wanted 
their own headquarters to be at the cutting edge of sustaina-
ble building. To work out exactly what that might mean, 
several workshops were held jointly with the architect, land-
scape architect, interior architect and other consultants.

»As the plans began to take shape, Thomas Rau also put 
forward the idea that the building should be entirely circular, 

All the materials used in the 
building, primarily glulam and CLT, 
are registered in a material bank so 
they can be reused in the future.

TFirst floor 

0 1 2 3 4 5

Plan, second floor.
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and the bank was brave enough to go with it,« says Erik 
Mulder.

In addition, the decision was made early on to build in 
wood.

»It was Triodos that decided the load-bearing structure 
should be made entirely from wood, which is quite unique 
for a building of this type. But it also feels like a completely 
logical decision in view of the focus on sustainability and 
circularity that this project has,« adds Sander Kok, project 
manager at structural engineers JP van Eesteren. 

This means that absolutely all of the materials in the 
building, except for the concrete foundations, can be disas-
sembled and reused in new contexts. And using wood for the 
frame made this possible.

»The only exception to the wood is that we’ve inserted 
narrow steel posts between the glazed units in the façade to 
avoid the floor bowing when people walk along the inside of 
the windows. The steel posts also channel water down from 
the roof,« says Erik Mulder.

In addition, the design avoids all types of elastic sealants 
and only uses metal screws – 162,382 of them – that can easily 
be removed. 

All the materials used in the building are carefully docu-
mented, including their grade and specifications from the 
suppliers, and where in the building the material can be 
found.

»We work in 3D and build up the entire structure on the 
computer, and it’s here that we link in information about 
each individual element. Thomas Rau has created a platform 
for this, with different identity numbers that mean we can 
see exactly what we could recover from the building and use 
again,« explains Erik Mulder.

The materials have also been registered in the material bank 
Madaster, a new public service where property owners can 
register material assets in their properties.

»Triodos’ new offices are the first in the world to do this on 
such a grand scale. As such, the new building is not just the 
home of a financial bank, but also a material bank,« states 
Erik.

Prompting Madaster and the thinking behind it is the 
realisation that the world’s raw materials and material re-
sources are finite. As the supply of different materials shrinks 
and prices rise, it will become not only financially viable to 
reuse materials this way, but also a necessity in order to 
make the planet’s resources stretch.

»At this moment in time, the material with the greatest 
financial value in the building is copper. But when the time 
comes to recover the materials, many years down the line, 
this may well have changed. And in terms of resources, there 
may be a greater shortage of some types of material that are 
currently readily available – such as wood, which is becom-
ing increasingly expensive. It is therefore well worth record-
ing all the materials in the building,« adds Erik Mulder.

A key factor in establishing the circularity and wider sus-
tainability of the building was the use of wood for the 
load-bearing structure.

The building is essentially three towers of different 
heights, which are linked together by a shared ground floor. 

The unique load-bearing structure on each level of the towers 
is like a mushroom, with a stem and a cap with gills on the 
underside. This also makes the wooden structure a core ele-
ment of the visual identity. The design is a combination of 
glulam and CLT, made in the Netherlands using softwood 
from Germany. 

»The mushroom-like structure in the middle is made of 
glulam. Running inside this is the section housing the stair-
well, which is made of CLT along with the beams around the 
lifts, cloakrooms and toilets. The same is true of the floor 
system, which comprises 120 millimetre-thick CLT elements, 
cork flooring and several layers of sound insulation,« notes 
Erik Mulder.

In all, the design uses 1615 cubic metres of glulam and 
1008 cubic metres of CLT. The restaurant also makes use of 
five natural tree trunks, which serve as both visual and 
load-bearing elements.

Many of the elements were able to be prefabricated and 
assembled in advance, including large parts of the ‘mush-
room structure’, the CLT floor system and some of the panels.

»On that subject, one of the unique moments was the in-
stallation of the 16.5 metre-long wooden elements for the lift 
shaft, which we put in place with a single crane lift,« recalls 
Sander Kok.

The high degree of prefabrication meant that the con-
struction time could be kept relatively short.

»It meant we were able to erect three floors in just a few 
days and complete everything in a total of 13 months,« says 
Erik Mulder.

Wood also features in many other places around the building. 
The small service units on the roofs, for example, are clad in 
pine that has been acetylated to improve its durability and 
reduce maintenance. Some of the chairs in the building, 
along with the handrails for the fire escape stairs, are made 
of wood taken directly from the property itself. Taking into 
account all the fixed wooden installations, the building 
stores over 1633 tons of carbon dioxide, which is more than it 
emits – even including the production time.

»Another great fact is that the building already has several 
circular features. The wood flooring in the restaurant is recy-
cled, as are the wooden beams in the ceiling, which come 
from an office in Rotterdam,« says Erik Mulder.

Although the façade is almost entirely glazed, the building 
has good acoustics. This is in part due to its soft, rounded 
form, which prevents the sound from bouncing directly off 
the hard glass, but also the good sound insulation properties 
of the floor and wall systems. In addition, the ceilings in 
some of the spaces are fitted with a perforated acoustic 
screen in metal.

The building already contains recycled material, 
including roof beams and the floor in the restau-
rant. Tree trunks appear throughout the building, 
serving both a visual and a load-bearing function.

Architect Erik Mulder

» IF SOMEONE WANTS TO TAKE DOWN 
THE WHOLE BUILDING IN 20 YEARS, 
THAT CAN BE DONE QUITE EASILY.«
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Material: Cederträspån med vattenfast  
  brandimpregnering SP Fire 105, Moelven
Projekt:  Norrvikens Kust, Båstad 
Arkitekt:  Wingårdhs Arkitekter

BT Brandskyddat träBT Brandskyddat trä

Vi kan brand-
skyddat trä*

Moelven Wood Projekt
010-122 50 60
projekt.woodab@moelven.se
www.moelven.se/WoodProjekt

Vi vägleder i valet av synliga träprodukter:
Träfasad för flervåningshus • Trätak • Utemiljö
Interiöra trä- och plywoodpaneler • Bastu 
Träslag • Brandskydd av trä • Behandlingar 
Miljöbedömningar • Miljöcertifieringar

Moelven har under många år fått förtroendet att leverera 
materialet till flera stora projekt. Med vår långa erfarenhet, 
gedigna träkunskap och väletablerade projektavdelning är 
vi den naturliga träleverantören för många arkitekter och 
entreprenörer. Vilket projekt behöver du hjälp med?

*Allt brandskyddat trä ska vara bruksklassat (lämplighetsprovat) för  
att brandskyddet med säkerhet ska fungera om olycka är framme även  
i framtiden. Brandskyddat trä från Moelven är bruksklassat.

Sedum roofs collect rainwater that 
is then used in the building, and 
they are also good for insects. 

»Plus, the office areas are fully carpeted for further sound 
reduction. To ensure that the carpets are easy to take up at a 
later stage, they have been secured in place with double-sided 
tape,« adds Erik.

Alongside the circular efforts, several other measures have 
been taken to help make the building one of the most sus-
tainable office blocks in the world. One of these is the facili-
ty’s 3,000 square metres of solar panels that are fitted to the 
roof over the car park. Together, they produce around 
505,000 kilowatt hours a year, which is more energy than the 
building consumes. With the help of a smart, bidirectional 
charging system, the electric cars connected to the system 
can be used for temporary storage of energy that is surplus to 
the building’s requirements. 

The green sedum roofs on the towers fulfil several func-
tions. One is that they collect water that is then channelled 
away and used to flush the toilets. Another is that they sup-
port local insects and birds. 

»The restaurant roof, which is slightly larger, also has 
some larger plants to improve biodiversity by attracting dif-
ferent types of birds and insects,« says Erik Mulder.

Last but not least, the building is designed to uphold and 
promote human values. Each floor has natural meeting plac-
es where colleagues can get together. In the areas between 
the towers there are open spaces where you can sit and talk, 
as well as meeting rooms and workrooms of different sizes. 
The ground floor, which houses the restaurant, is also open 
to external visitors. 

The glazed façade is surrounded by nature, offering great 
views and plenty of natural daylight. However, there is con-
siderable flexibility. If you don’t want daylight, you can sim-
ply screen it out, the temperature can be regulated every-
where and all the windows can be opened. 

»There is no doubt this building is fully focused on people. 
There is a huge amount of choice, and working here should 
be both comfortable and healthy. Natural, non-toxic paints 
and materials – the main one being wood – contribute to a 
good environment,« comments Erik Mulder.

The thing he’s most pleased about regarding the whole 
project is the commitment from everyone involved, which 
has made it possible to pull all the elements together to cre-
ate a successful whole. 

»Our speciality at Rau is working on sustainable buildings. 
But this is by far the most circular one we’ve done so far. If 
someone comes along and wants to take down the whole 
building in 20 years and use the parts or relocate it some-
where else, that can be done quite easily, which makes me 
feel incredibly proud,» says Erik.

Sander Kok agrees: »I’m proud that we’ve had the courage 
to take this on and be the first in the Netherlands to realise a 
sustainable building in wood on this scale. We’ve learned so 
much along the way and helped to give the construction 
industry – and maybe the whole world – some forward mo-
mentum. I’d love to do more projects like this and put what 
we’ve learned to good use.«

arcHitect: Rau Architects.
client: Triodos Bank.
structural engineer: JP van Eestere.n
area: 12,994 square metres.
w| rau.eu

Triodos bank headquarters
zeist, NetherlANDs
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Sectional view. The building comprises 
three towers of different heights, connect-
ed by a shared ground floor and basement.
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ver the past three years, 28 year-old Ras-
mus Larsson has devoted practically all of 

his spare time to building his house in the 
forest. The plot on which he is creating his 
dream house sits in an area of high conserva-
tion value, where the forest has remained 
undisturbed for over 100 years. The local 
landscape includes rocky woodland, marsh-
land and humid spruce forest. Quiet and 
stillness abound, with the sounds of the for-
est enveloping any visitor. In addition, the 
site is rich in remains from the Stone Age. In 
fact, Rasmus has chosen to drive in his piles 
close to the oldest known settlement in the 
County of Stockholm – almost 9,000 years old. 

Rasmus has drawn on the surrounding 
forest for the majority of his choices, with 
the aim of having as little effect as possible 
on the nature around him. For this reason, 
none of the rock has been blasted away and 
only a few trees have been cut down to make 
way for the 5  x 21 metre edifice by designer 
and interior architect Jonas Bohlin, in collab-
oration with the architect Hans Murman.

»Rasmus’ enthusiasm was infectious, and I 
thought the plot was amazing. I also liked his 
idea of building on nature’s terms. It’s great 
to get to adapt buildings to the local nature, 
topography and flora. It doesn’t happen of-
ten enough these days,« says Jonas Bohlin.

Jonas immediately contacted his colleague 
and friend Hans Murman, who became in-
volved in the project. Amongst other things, 
he converted sketches into architectural 
drawings and also came up with suggestions 

for details and many of the house’s technical 
solutions.

»The wonderful thing about Jonas is that 
we have more or less the same approach to 
problem solving. Driving steel piles into the 
ground instead of using explosives is a foun-
dation solution that I’ve tried out on several 
buildings in the mountains. To a large extent, 
it’s about orientation and height. Getting the 
house to sit comfortably in its surroundings. 
This is one of the big contributions that one 
makes as an architect,« says Hans Murman. 

The house is supported by a framework con-
structed from three tons of glulam, which in 
turn rests on high steel piles to handle the 
hilly terrain. The structural frame is made 
from a combination of CLT and IsoTimber. 
The latter is a Swedish invention – load-bear-
ing and insulating blockwood made up of 
vertical timbers with a thin layer of plywood 
glued to each side. Thousands of air channels 
are milled into the timbers, giving good insu-
lation properties. The whole structure is 
diffusion-open and no plastic barrier is used, 
since the material is breathable and balances 
moisture levels in the walls.

»Building with IsoTimber is like building 
in an older tradition. The system allows 
moisture to move in both directions. The 
house can breathe and nothing is trapped in 
the walls,« says Rasmus Larsson.

To minimise the building’s impact on 
nature and the local roads, Rasmus chose to 
erect the structural frame with the help of a 

UNIQUE COLLABORATION, 
WITH THE FOREST AND LOW 
IMPACT AS REFERENCE, 
CREATES A HOME WITH  
AN EYE FOR DETAIL.

»

O

The frame-sawn spruce cladding cap-
tures the shades of nature. The gutter-
ing is built into the roof and terminates 
with U-beams in corten steel.

text Katarina Brandt pHoto David Valldeby
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The interior is also defined by natural 
materials. The floor of tapered pine boards 
gives a light and welcoming feel that 
reflects the greenery outside.

Steel details such as the braces in the roof 
and load-bearing posts in the deep window 
recesses contribute to the overall feel and 
provide a contrast with the pine cladding. 

too, the shape, volumes and details of the 
buildings are interwoven with the local na-
ture, ground and sky, light and topography.

»I’m thankful that Jonas and Hans chose 
to get involved and design Skogsvillan for 
me. Realising their ideas has been a huge 
responsibility. They showed confidence in 
me and trusted that I would make it all come 
together,« says Rasmus.

The home’s pièce de resistance is the com-
bined kitchen and living room, which is 
open to the roof, giving a ceiling height of 7 
metres. The pine floor has 22 tapered planks 
of 10.3 metres laid alternately root end to top 
end. The large main window invites nature 
in, and Rasmus has followed the advice of 
Jonas Bohlin, cladding it with copper plate 
that will develop verdigris over time and 
tone down all the white wood. 

Rasmus Larsson believes that attention to 
detail is always worth the effort and that 
allowing the house to develop over time has 
been an advantage. It has meant that he 
hasn’t needed to compromise on his finely 
crafted vision. Or to hurry all the decisions 
had to be taken along the way. 

»I was perhaps a little optimistic initially, 
when I thought the build would only take 18 
months. On a self-build project, the actual 
process surrounding all the decisions is the 
big challenge.«

There are still a few details to finish, be-
fore Rasmus and his girlfriend Anna can 
move into their house in the forest. A kitch-
en needs to be put in, and they also have to 
think about how to connect the house with 
the land around it.

»It has been inspiring to work with a 
smart, meticulous and skilled client who 
essentially just wants help ironing out the 
kinks. I also enjoy working with Jonas, who 
is an experienced and talented colleague. 
We’ve spurred each other on, discussing and 
trying solutions that are impactful and 
slightly different. I’d like to think that Ras-
mus has gained a lot from our collective 
experience,« says Hans Murman.

helicopter. The assembly required 52 lifts, 
and it took a total of nine hours to transport 
and assemble the constituent elements. 

»We used a helicopter to transport con-
struction materials out to the archipelago 
when we were working out there. It was a bit 
more expensive, but not as much as you 
might think. The alternative would have 
been to use a mobile crane, but we dismissed 
that idea quite early on,« says Rasmus.

Once the wall units were in place, Rasmus 
and his girlfriend, along with family and 
friends, managed to erect the frame without 
inflicting the slightest scratch on the sur-
rounding trees. The lightweight material in 
the wall units and the structural engineer’s 
optimised designs made the assembly a 
breeze, even on an inaccessible building site 
like this. 

The entire exterior of the building is fin-
ished in elegant, framed-sawn spruce clad-
ding of various widths. Rasmus personally 
hammered in the 9,360 nails that secure the 
façade, to make sure that each nail sits per-
fectly. On the inside, there is a layer for utili-
ties, followed by brushed, white-glazed pine 
cladding. The cladding is used throughout as 

the interior finish, to create both a light inte-
rior and a unifying motif.

A slight scent of tar lingers around Skogsvil-
lan (the Forest Villa), coming from the 
façade’s pine tar treatment. The warm grey 
colour picks up the variegations in the rock 
and the pine trunks, allowing the house to 
merge into the landscape in a natural way. 
The board-on-board roof in heartwood pine, 
with its chunkier and more hard-wearing 
wood, is also treated with pine tar. 

»Pine tar comes from the forest and con-
tains the substances that the tree itself uses 
to protect against attack. It provides natural 
moisture protection while still allowing the 
wood to breathe. We started by painting a 
test piece that we then left outdoors to see 
what the colour would do over time,« ex-
plains Rasmus Larsson.

The guttering is built into the roof and 
terminates with U-beams in corten steel. This 
is one of many elegant solutions that 
emerged as the journey progressed. For Ras-
mus Larsson, Ängsvillan, the home that Jonas 
Bohlin designed and built for himself in Nac-
ka, was a huge source of inspiration. Here 

»

arcHitects: Jonas Bohlin and Hans Murman.
client: Rasmus Larsson.
contractor: RPJ Bygg & Snickeri.
Structural engineer: IsoTimber.
cost: sek 2.8 million (excl. labour).
area: 2,100 square metres.
w| rpjbygg.se

Skogsvillan
huDDiNge, sweDeN

Developer Rasmus Larsson

» ON A SELF-BUILD PROJECT, THE PROCESS SURROUNDING 
 ALL THE DECISIONS IS THE CHALLENGE.«

Getting the house just right required great attention to 
detail. The cladding is milled at the corners to create an 
elegant join, and the light switches have been inset. 
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September 2016. Everyone who wit-
nessed the column of smoke rising up 
from Skeppsholmen in Stockholm 
feared the worst and knew it was serious. 
Båtsmanskasernen, or Kasern II, on 
Skeppsholmen was in flames.
text Stina Hagelqvist

The building was erected in the 1810s to house 
240 seamen, and was designed by the archi-
tect, professor of construction, colonel and 
fortifications engineer Fredrik Blom – one of 
the 19th century’s most versatile and produc-
tive architectural engineers. The building 
itself – simple and austere like many other 
government buildings of that time and by 
Blom – sits squarely in the Swedish building 
tradition as a brick structure with a classic 
Swedish roof. Extravagance was not to be 
wasted on simple crew, but over time the 
building has secured a place in Swedish ar-
chitectural history, making a strong contri-
bution to the unique heritage setting of 
Skeppsholmen. Båtsmanskasernen became a 
historical monument in 1935 and is now a 
listed building.

A major fire in a building of Båtsman-
skasernen’s status is a disaster. The firefight-
ing work took over a day and significant 
quantities of water were used, putting extra 
stress on the brickwork and wooden beams 
and jeopardising their stability and load 
bearing capacity. The fire consumed all of the 
building’s wooden roof trusses, and during 
the clean-up, the attic floor structure was 
demolished. Irreplaceable historical assets 

Reconstruction brought back lost knowledge
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were lost, but new assets were created during 
the reconstruction, not least in the form of 
knowledge and expertise on the strength and 
load-bearing capacity of historical wooden 
structures, timber and traditional timber 
joints. 

The National Property Board Sweden spec-
ified reconstruction of the roof, the fire-dam-
aged façade and the windows, all using tradi-
tional methods and materials. No 
documentation of the original plans could be 
found, which made designing the new roof 
trusses more difficult. 

One critical issue was how to determine 
and verify the dimensions of the roof trusses, 
fixings and joints. This is a recurring issue 
when reconstructing historical buildings 
– how reliable is the strength of the tradition-
al joints using dowels, wedges and hand-
forged nails? The joints are the wooden struc-
ture’s weakest points and the dowel is the 
critical element of the joint. Using oak dow-
els instead of spruce or pine in the recon-
struction of Båtsmanskasernen’s roof trusses 
made it possible to improve the performance 
of the joints. Oak is both denser and stronger 
than pine and spruce, and highly resistant to 
rot.

 
Sourcing the right grade of timber in large 
enough dimensions was a further problem. 
Large dimensions of slow-grown wood are 
not an industry staple, so each tree needed to 
be practically hand-picked. Building conser-
vation projects often require heartwood 
pine, preferably slow-grown pine that is rich 

in resin. This, combined with birch bark as a 
vapour barrier, makes the structure a sus-
tainable project with an ecological profile. 
Following tradition, each floor joist was also 
clad in birch bark on installation. Preserved 
beams from Båtsmanskasernen show that 
the age resistance of birch bark far exceeds 
the technical service life required from mod-
ern materials.

It is well known that older measurements, 
dimensions and joints differ from their mod-
ern counterparts, and although historical 
structures sometimes exceed today’s require-
ments concerning load-bearing capacity and 
strength, they fall short when it comes to the 
fire safety requirements. This shortcoming 
has now been rectified in Båtsmanskasernen. 

The reconstruction shows that the traditional 
Swedish roof truss in frame-sawn pine with 
oak dowels can achieve the same perfor-
mance as a modern glulam truss with me-
chanical joints. The restoration was a great 
moment for modern construction, with its 
strength requirements, dimensioning and 
project planning on the one hand, and tradi-
tional craftsmanship, with its knowledge of 
materials, structural solutions and material 
need on the other hand – an opportunity for 
both sides to come together and draw on 
each other’s skills and experience. 

A fire, however unwelcome, provides a 
chance for more in-depth investigations that 
can revive valuable knowledge about an 
older building tradition, and the reconstruc-
tion of Båtsmanskasernen was no exception.

Dimensions of roof trusses, fixings and joints are a key 
question during reconstructions and have to be recre-
ated as accurately as possible from archive material.

STIFTELSEN NILS & DORTHI TROËDSSONS
FORSKNINGSFOND

Stiftelsens forskningsfond inbjuder härmed till ansökan 
om stöd för att arrangera ett seminarium med tema 
som är till gagn för svenskt skogsbruk, skogsindustri 
samt angränsande näringars framtid.

Under åren 2011 – 2019 har sammanlagt nio (9) semi-
narier genomförts under det övergripande temat ”Skogs-
industrins nya kläder”. Fonden vill nu fortsätta denna 
traditon och är beredd att stödja ytterligare arrangemang 
av seminarier fr.o.m. 2022. 
Temat är valfritt!

Vi välkomnar universitet, institut och andra att 
inkomma med en kort ansökan innehållande:

- Syfte med seminariet
- Tema för seminariet
- Målgrupp
- Kort beskrivning av tänkt innehåll
- Planerad plats för seminariet
- Uppskattat deltagarantal
- Budget för arrangemanget

Fonden prioriterar möjligheter för unga att delta samt 
att seminariet görs tillgängligt för Icke-deltagare via t.ex. 
internet. En blandning av akademisk
forskning och industriella applikationer är 
uppskattad.

Sökandes indikativa budgetram förväntas ligga i inter-
vallet 50.000–250.000.

Ansökan bör vara fonden tillhanda senast 31 augusti 
2021 under adressen: carlson.ulf@gmail.com 
med kopia till: ove.nilsson@slu.se

Ta gärna kontakt med ovanstående personer innan du 
skickar din ansökan.

VÄLKOMNA ATT SÖKA!
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It is actually a traditional wooden house, 
according to architect Daniel Widman of 
the firm Lowen Widman. But to the casual 
observer, the impression is far from 

conventional. 
The house is also a manifestation of the 

client and the architect’s shared interest in 
building materials and sustainability. There 
is no plastic or mineral wool here. The focus 
is on natural materials and a structure that is 
built to last.

The gable end containing the entrance has 
no windows. It overlooks the road, and the 
idea was to create a protective atmosphere, 
explains Daniel Widman.

»We’ve tried to put the large windows 
primarily in the west and south walls, keep-
ing the building quite closed to the east and 
north. It is all very intentional. When you 
step into the house, it should be like step-
ping into your own world, one that is slightly 
screened off from the road and the other 
houses in the area.«

And this personal world is a restful experi-
ence, with light and space dominating. The 
rooms in the quite long and narrow home 
draw light from several directions, and one 
of the central parameters was sightlines: 

wherever you are, the eye is taken a long way 
in the open-plan layout.

»Coming in through the entrance, for 
example, you can see the whole length of the 
house and out the other side,« says Daniel 
Widman.

He also stresses the importance of circular 
flow in the layout – it invites action and 
movement; think children happily running 
around. Different rooms can enrich each 
other, too:

»Designs generally give different rooms 
only one door, and that room can then never 
have more qualities than it contains within 
itself. If, on the other hand, a room has two 
doors, the neighbouring room can lend light 
and interest to the first room.«

The Svinninge house demonstrates this, 
not least, in the upper floor’s master bed-
room and bathroom.

»The master bedroom on the gable end 
has two entrances, so the bathroom in the 
middle gains light from both directions.« 

The ceiling height also contributes to the 
airy feel, reaching 2.7 metres on the lower 
floor and 2.6 metres on the upper floor, ex-
cept in the family room at the top of the 
stairs. This is open to the full height of the 

Supported on modest braced wooden 
posts, the house in Svinninge almost 

appears to be floating. Inside, it is a 
seamless dream with ceilings, walls 

and floors in spruce, large west-facing 
windows and an airy sense of space. 

text Catrin Hellmark pHoto Erik Lefvander

Seamless dream 
in a private 

world of light

roof, 4.1 metres, and in Daniel’s opinion, that 
variation is important.

»Having different ceiling heights is crucial 
in giving a more dynamic feel.«

Perhaps the most striking feature of the Svin-
ninge villa is the coherent and seamless 
wooden interior: the walls and ceilings 
throughout the building are clad in the same 
spruce panelling, with precision joints. Har-
monising spruce floorboards strengthen the 
look. The same panelling also hides the 
white goods and the many wardrobes in the 
house. In addition, the material has been 
used to build the stairs, sliding and hinged 
doors and an item of kitchen furniture, as 
well as a couple of built-in desks and 
benches.

»The panelling is three layers of edge-
glued spruce. It comes in 1200 millimetre 
widths and has a tongue and groove edge. It 
took a lot of screws, but they are mostly con-
cealed, since you can screw the panels in the 
groove, so the next panel always covers the 
screws,« explains Daniel Widman.

Following installation, the cladding was 
treated with a mix of linseed oil, a little bees-
wax and a touch of white pigment.

»The idea was to avoid paints and retain 
the fresh, light colour.«

Only a few places in the building use ma-
terials other than wood: the entrance hall 
has a polished concrete floor treated with 
silicate mineral paint and soap, while lime-
stone is used in the bathrooms. Limestone is 
also used in the counter that runs over the 
built-in kitchen cupboards – which are in 
fact not spruce, but birch plywood with oiled 
oak doors.

»The window surrounds and external 
doors are larch, and the sauna uses elm. So 
there are a few different woods, although the 
majority is spruce,« says Daniel Widman.

He is keen to point out that, despite the 
minimalist feel of the rooms, a normal fami-
ly can easily live here with all their stuff: on 
the upper floor there are plenty of wardrobes 

1. Spruce is the dominant wood in 
this attractively coherent solu-
tion: ceilings, walls and tables 
in the same kind of three-layer, 
edge-glued panelling, plus 
spruce floorboards. All dried 
for five–six weeks before 
installation to reduce the risk of 
shrinkage. Kitchen with doors in 
oiled oak. 

2. Light from several directions 
and restful sightlines in a 
mostly open-plan layout are key 
features of this wooden home in 
Svinninge.

3. Plan. 
4. The generous windows facing 

west make the most of the 
evening sun.

arcHitect: Lowen Widman.
client: Martin Lydén.
structural engineer: Anders 
Häggstam.
area: 180 square metres.
cost: sek 6 million.
w| lowenwidman.se

Svinninge House
österåker, sweDeN
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I and the back wall on the lower floor com-
bines the laundry and utilities with a long 
line of cupboards. The space under the stairs 
is also set aside for storage. 

The interplay with the environment out-
side adds a further dimension to the interior 
character of the home.

»Even the terrace outside is important for 
the interior. It’s easy to access from indoors 
and has something of a treehouse vibe,« says 
Daniel.

The spruce deck fans out from the en-
trance along the whole façade, culminating 
in a pergola that creates a welcoming out-
door room. A place to relax in, surrounded by 
nothing but trees.

»The house juts out from the hillside, so it 
rests on a slab at the entrance, but then rises 
off the ground, standing on concrete plinths 
and timber posts and crossbeams. We tried 
to keep the sense of a house on a forested 
hillside, where blueberry bushes can grow 
underneath,» adds Daniel Widman.

»Since the focus is on wood, this was a way 
to minimise the use of concrete – usually a 
popular choice for foundations – and to be 
able to control the lower floor system, with 
its diffusion-open structure.«

3

42

Architect Daniel Widman

» The idea was to retain the 
fresh, light colour.«

1
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Moving houses is nothing new. Log cabins 
have been moved around since time imme-
morial to make best use of an existing struc-
ture. The cabins were taken apart like a 3D 
jigsaw, ready to be assembled at the next site. 
Apart from small traces in the form of a 
foundation wall or some foundation stones, 
it is impossible to tell that a house once stood 
on the land in question. So what can we 
learn from history as circular building be-
comes increasingly vital? And how can we 
design simple foundations that leave no 
trace after them when the building is 
moved?

This was one of the challenges facing the 
firm Acau Architecture, when they were 

commissioned to design temporary housing 
for newly arrived refugees, in the form of the 
Rigot Collective Dwelling Centre in the Swiss 
city of Geneva. The intention is for the ac-
commodation to remain in place for only 10 
years, before potentially being moved to a 
new location – not something modern archi-
tects have had to consider very much. 

As well as making the building easy to 
disassemble, the brief also required minimal 
use of concrete. The result was a building of 
lightweight, demountable box units in glu-
lam and CLT, with the piles and cellar also in 
wood. 

»Using wooden piles means that we don’t 
have to deal with the recycling of concrete at 
the end of the project. When the building is 
eventually moved, the wooden piles can 
either be lifted up and reused, or cut down to 
ground level and left in place without any 
impact,« says Darius Golchan from Acau 
Architects. 

These wooden piles are larches from the 
surrounding forest, and the only processing 
was the debarking of the trunks.

»The foundations tend to account for a 
large part of a building’s climate impact, so 
just choosing wooden piles is a major win for 
the climate,« says Darius Golchan. 

Some people might find it strange to 

Sustainable building is often associated with structures that 
stand for many centuries. The question is whether this is 
always the case. Considering how often our needs and way of 
living change, there may be many advantages to building 
something that, with a minimum of effort, can be changed into 
something else or moved to another location.
text Petter Werner Åström & Tomas Alsmarker pHoto Acau architecture, Anders Lundström (cross section)

Sustainable 
foundations with 
no footprint
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think of plinths or piles – or even cellars – in 
wood. Yet this is how we have built in Swe-
den for centuries. In its simplest form, the 
wooden sill was laid directly on the ground, 
as a wooden frame beneath the house’s exte-
rior walls, like the reinforcing blocks edging 
today’s floating slabs. This was common in 
stables, but it was known that these build-
ings would not last more than one genera-
tion.

Homes had to stand for much longer. In the 
most elementary form of foundations, dwell-
ings sat on flat stones in each corner. The 
space between the cornerstones was initially 
filled in with a low bank of soil to keep out 
the cold and drafts. Gradually the earth em-
bankment was replaced with loose or mor-
tared stones, which became a stone wall, also 
called stone footings. Cornerstones sitting 
high on a wall allowed the wooden sills to be 
raised up from the ground, while higher 
stone footings could recreate the look of the 

The foundations tend to account for a large part of a 
building’s climate impact, but with debarked larch trees 
as piles, the footprint can be significantly reduced. 

The structure of the Rigot Collective Dwelling Centre, with 
wooden piles and a modern wood foundation, where even 
the spaces below ground are constructed from wood.

STRUCTURE PRINCIPLE

Construction foundations
Wooden foundations
-larch piles
-technical gallery
-grid of distribution

Building assemblage
Prefabricated module
-wall & ceiling in GLC wood
-slab in CLT wood
-facade in swiss oak
Prefabricated gallery module

Disassembly & back to orginal site
Disassembly of gallery modules
Disassembly of technical gallery
Leaving of larch piles to original site

houses in the cities. 
The floor joists were laid directly on the 

ground, with the floorboards placed on top, 
completely unconnected to the stone foot-
ings. This in effect created a wooden slab. 
With higher foundations, the space was not 
fully filled in. A crawlspace was formed be-
tween the ground and the floor, and the open 
fire kept the wooden floor and the joists 
warm all year round. 

For rot to take hold of wood, it requires 
nutrients, water and oxygen. Take one of 
these away and the wood-decaying fungus is 
unable to survive. Keeping the wood warm 
reduces the risk of condensation and damp, 
which is why these foundation methods have 
historically worked so well. 

The Rigot Collective Dwelling Centre 
demonstrates much of this old foundation 
technology in a modern guise. The building 
stands on ‘cornerstones’ in the form of wood-
en piles. There is insulation instead of peat, 
waterproof sheeting instead of birch bark 

and better draining materials, but essentially 
the same construction principles apply. 
Wood in the ground is nothing new and not 
as odd as it sounds. Done properly, it can last 
extremely well. Just look at the wooden pile 
from Helgeandsholmen, dating back to the 
1250s (see image). There are many examples 
of wooden piles working as a durable, long-
term foundation. As long as the piles are 
placed below the groundwater level, the 
wood-decaying fungi can’t attack the wood 
due to a lack of oxygen. 

 
In these modern wooden foundations, we can 
recognise the foundation methods of yester-
year, but also today’s floating slab. The differ-
ence is that the concrete has been replaced 
with a biobased and climate-neutral 
material.

Just like in the past, we have to be careful 
with the material. In the past this was due to 
financial concerns, but today it is also for 
environmental and climate reasons, so as not 

Cross-section of a sample post taken from Birger Jarl’s 
wooden sea defences, dating from the 1250s. The 
healthy, intact wood has split as it has dried out, but only 
after more than 700 years in the ground.

Precursor to the crawl space, a »mullbänk« 
from an old timber house.

to put further stress on our planet. Once 
again, we need to think about ease of disas-
sembly in newbuilds, so that they can be 
relocated and adapted to the changes that 
occur.

As with old Swedish foundation-laying methods, the cellar is 
made of wood, but the peat has been replaced with external insu-
lation and the protective birch bark with waterproof sheeting.
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» WE HAVE AN EYE ON BOTH  
THE PAST AND THE FUTURE.«

Kai Strehlke trained as an architect at the Swiss Federal Insti-
tute of Technology in Zurich, where he then worked for six 
years in the Department of Computer Aided Architectural 
Design (CAAD). He spent the following ten years working at 
Herzog & De Meuron Architekten and set up their digital 
technology team. Kai got to wrestle with exciting projects 
where geometry, aesthetics and structure challenged manual 
skills and required computer aided design. 

»In my mind, what I do is a kind of choreography, a kind of 
dance that the machine then performs. You design and write 
the code, and then see how the machine sets the large tools 
in motion. You can hear the tools biting into the wood, watch 
the sawblades going with or against the grain, chips flying 
off... The experience activates the senses, it’s visual, auditory, 
tactile and you can smell the scent of wood.«

Wood has always been in his life. Both his father and 
grandfather worked in forest management, and the forest 
was a big presence growing up. So it felt right to come back to 
the material when Blumer Lehmann recruited him in 2015. 
He has also been a lecturer in architecture, wood and civil 
engineering at Bern University of Applied Sciences since 2016.  
Digital manufacturing, the new form of prefabrication, has 
been in place at Blumer Lehmann since 2010, when the com-
pany invested in its first five-axis CNC machine. Kai Strehlke 
says this is entirely down to the vision of Katharina Lehmann.

The firm aims to drive forward the development of wood con-
struction in all its forms and make it possible to use and 
showcase wood in different, new and fascinating ways. Ex-
ploring new areas is a natural aspect of this development, as 
exemplified in the Urbach Tower. It was made using 
self-shaping timber, an innovative way of twisting wood that 
was created in collaboration with Stuttgart University. 

Kai has seen a dramatic change in the understanding of 
how wood can be employed, following the updating of the 
fire safety regulations over recent decades and the technical 
advances in fire extinguishing system in buildings. We can 
now imagine new forms of architecture in wood that were 
just not possible a few years ago. 

»We’re inventing entirely new techniques, building on our 
forefathers’ knowledge, and working at this company I’ve 
learned so much about wood as a material and about the 
tools we now have. It’s a real combination of old tradition 
and knowledge plus the dream of new and liberated designs.« 

In the factory itself, the traditional sawmill works in con-
cert with the very latest digital software for the production of 
free-form building components. 

»It’s part of our culture, just like you can travel around 
Zurich on both the original trams and on trams built using 
cutting-edge technology. There is an eye on both the past and 
the future,« explains Kai Strehlke.

»We exploit the natural properties of the wood, its 
strength along the grain, with an understanding of its weak-
ness across it. When you shape wood by bending and gluing 
together the laminates, this creates a beam with internal 
tensions. Since these can’t be calculated, you need to work 
with them using a strategy that ensures no deformations 
occur later on.«

Kai Strehlke describes his work as digital craftsmanship. It is 
about understanding both today’s tools and a material that 
has been around for centuries, and getting them to work 
with rather than against each other. 

»When we produce thousands of unique parts, like for the 
Swatch headquarters, which had over 4,000 parts, the prepa-
ration of the code is critical. Rather than working with off-
the-shelf CNC software, aimed at an industrial process that 
isn’t suited to free-form designs, we write our own code. It 
defines the type of tool that is needed for each piece, to make 
a particular cut, which is exactly what a carpenter would 
have done 150 years ago. We use the 3D program Rhino to 
describe the geometry and we produce the script and the 
CNC code that is directly fed into the machine. It is more diffi-
cult, but this way we have complete control over how the 
tools move and machine each part.« 

For every new design, they produce a prototype. The full-
scale test piece is necessary for many reasons: when breaking 
new ground, there is plenty of scope for the process to stall, 
often for fear of making the wrong decision, and the proto-
types have proven to offer good support for decision-making, 
according to Kai. 

The prototypes are a way to test the design in terms of the 
material and the technology, and small but crucial changes 
are often made to optimise the design and achieve a produc-
tion-friendly detail that meets the stringent design standards 
and technical requirements.

Kai Strehlke emphasises the importance of collaboration 
between the different talents in the company’s own team 
and the visionary architects, as a success factor in creating 
the new processes. The more difficult it has been to under-
stand each other at the start, the more interesting the meth-
ods that they have managed to develop. The solutions to 
these spectacular buildings have been born out of friction 
and respect for each other.

Kai Strehlke loves every minute of his current job. He is an architect and 
head of digital processes at Blumer Lehmann in Gossau, Switzerland, 
where he has been involved in projects including the Cambridge 
Central Mosque, designed by Marks Barfield Architects, and the Swatch 
headquarters by Shigeru Ban.
text Carmen Izquierdo pHoto Blumer Lehmann
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Behind Marie Midtsund is a log wall that 
stretches high above her head. She is in ›stu-
en‹ – the living room – on the middle floor of 
the house, with a partial opening up to the 
third floor and a balcony that sparks 
thoughts of Romeo and Juliet. 

»If we have a party or someone wants to 
perform, they can do so here,« says Marie, 
who is herself active in music and theatre in 
her spare time. 

But there are other aspects of the house 
that make it perfect for her. Like the fact that 
it is built with ecological sustainability in 
mind. And that she can feel a connection 

with the building material. As the daughter 
of a man who personally felled and rafted the 
timber for the house that he built, she enjoys 
having wood exposed inside and out. She and 
her husband Bård Lyster also love the loca-
tion of their home, near the forest, with 
amazing views of the fjord from the large 
windows that frame magical moonlit nights. 

Zieglers Nest, as the architectural firm has 
chosen to call it, »because the street name is 
Zieglers Gate and the house resembles an 
eagle’s nest«, was completed in late 2019. The 
Midtsund-Lyster family, with their three 
children, were so eager to celebrate Christ-
mas here that they moved in on the day be-
fore Christmas Eve with just mattresses, 
festive food and a tree. 

They previously lived in an old wooden house 
in the middle of town. But it was in need of 
renovation and actually felt too big for a 
family whose core belief is that family life 
should be a sociable affair. So when the op-
portunity came up to work with their good 
friend, architect Martin Beverfjord, to create 

The wonderful scent. The softness of the 
material. The cathedral-like feel. Marie 
Midtsund and Bård Lyster have many reasons 
to love their house in the Norwegian town of 
Molde. They are particular pleased to be living 
in a house that stores carbon dioxide rather 
than emitting it. 
text Ingela Hofsten pHoto Tom Auger

Open-plan solution for sociable living and theatre
a house from scratch, they took it. 

Martin Beverfjord is an architect at the 
Oslo-based practice Rever & Drage, which 
specialises in wooden homes built using 
traditional techniques, but with a modern 
look and a focus on ecological sustainability. 
The three architects have all been appren-
ticed to traditional craftsmen in order to 
familiarise themselves with both the materi-
als and the techniques. For Zieglers Nest, the 
load-bearing structure on the ground floor is 
a framework that combines wood and steel. 
The other floors apply a traditional log-built 
system.

»By building a log house, we were able to 
avoid using a plastic moisture barrier, since 
the building is able to breathe,« says Martin 
Beverfjord.

He found it technically interesting to de-
sign a log-built house, as the technique 
means that the whole structure will settle 
after construction. 

»I had to think quite carefully about how 
the stairs would move as the timbers were 
compressed.«

The logs are traditionally left to protrude 
at the corners, where they overlap, but for 
Zieglers Nest Martin Beverfjord chose instead 
to create flush joints. This made it easier to 
board the two most exposed façades with 
wood cladding, to counter the effects of the 
open location in the coastal town. Otherwise, 
the combination of wind and driving rain 
would have accelerated the aging of the log 
surfaces on these aspects.

»For financial reasons, we’ve only boarded 
where absolutely necessary,« says Martin 
Beverfjord.

He chose to arrange the cladding horizon-
tally on the west wall of Zieglers Nest and 
vertically on the south wall. The south face 
has upright cladding because that is the side 
that visitors see first. 

»It gives a grand feel,« says Martin Bev-
erfjord.

Another way to protect the house against 
the forces of nature was to use local and 
slow-grown wood, primarily pine, which 
tolerates the damp climate, has a high de-
gree of denser heartwood and is rich in resin, 

1. Zieglers Nest sits on a 30–40 
degree slope and has been built 
into the hillside. At first sight, 
the large windows can trick 
the eye into believing that the 
house is smaller than it is.

2. By not lining the walls, wood is 
also a distinct feature indoors. 
With light flooding in and a 
connection to the outside world, 
the overall result is light and 
airy. 

21

arcHitects: Rever & Drage.
clients: Marie Midtsund and 
Bård Lyster.
structural engineer: Lervike.
area: 150 square metres of 
heated living space, 75 square 
metres of unheated space.
cost: sek 7.5 million.
HeigHt: 12.9 metres.
w| reverdrage.no

Zieglers nest
mOlDe, NOrwAy

a natural preservative. As a further layer of 
protection, the wood was coated with a 
time-honoured blend of wood tar, vegetable 
turpentine and linseed oil. 

»The wood is also planed, which creates 
tighter seals.« 

Internally too, the main wood is pine, al-
though the floor on the entrance level and in 
part of the kitchen is oak, which is more 
resistant to wear from wet shoes, for 
example. 

»But we used pine higher up as it is softer 
against bare or stockinged feet,« says Martin 
Beverfjord. 

For him as an architect, the most interest-
ing thing about the build was its location. 
Not only is the plot small, at only 500 square 
metres, but it also sits on a steep slope. To 
make as efficient use of the space as possible, 
the foundations were partially excavated 
into the hillside. After careful consideration, 
Martin Beverfjord and the family agreed to 
use concrete for the foundations. 

»Concrete isn’t great for the environment, »
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but it is cheaper and easier to use than natu-
ral stone, for example. Building the house 
upwards rather than outwards kept the foun-
dations relatively small (7 x 10 metres) and we 
placed both a garage and a utility space in 
the volume that these groundworks created. 
As such, we have still managed to significant-
ly reduce our ecological footprint.«

What he calls the utility space is designed 
so that daylight comes in through large gaps 
that, while they might let in rain, also admit 
sunlight that quickly warms up the concrete 
and draws out moisture. The lighting inside 
creates a visually exciting effect on the road 
outside on dark evenings. With a 5 me-
tre-high ceiling, the room is perfect for the 
trampoline that currently occupies the 
space, which has provided great family enter-
tainment over a rainy pandemic year. 

Naturally, the small size of the plot limited the 
size of the house, but by building upwards it 
was still possible to achieve a floorspace of 
150 square metres. It is true that more rooms 
could have been fitted in, if the family hadn’t 

3. The architect’s aim was to combine traditional crafts-
manship and modern needs, allowing space for the 
best of both worlds.

4. Cross-section, 3D rendering.
5. Building upwards has allowed the ceiling heights to 

be varied up to five metres, with open sections that 
contribute to an airy feel.

6. The logs have flush joints, with no wood protruding at 
the corners. The wood is slow-grown pine that has 
been treated with a tar paint known as Roslagen 
mahogany. 

had other wishes, like double ceiling height 
in the living room. 

»Going up the stairs and coming out into 
that room is like entering a cathedral,« Bård 
Lyster says reverently. 

A company specialising in traditional 
crafts was used for the build. The first step 
was to erect the house and carry out the 
log-building work in an assembly hall, as is 
usual in this area due to the weather, before 
disassembling it and re-constructing it on 
site.

»It was a little more challenging for them 
in the places where we wanted a more mod-
ern look,« says Martin Beverfjord, giving the 
example of the moulding-free transitions 
between ceiling and wall. 

»But they were also fascinated by how you 
can make log-built walls look so lightweight 
by bringing in a lot of daylight.«

The insulation is primarily sheep’s wool, 
although the roof has the addition of Norwe-
gian wood fibre insulation and, in places 
where snow gathers, pressure-resistant min-
eral wool. 

6

3

5

»

«But I look forward to the arrival of a pres-
sure-resistant wood fibre insulation in the 
near future, that we can use in future pro-
jects,« says Martin Beverfjord. 

With tall windows and the kitchen’s insulated 
glass veranda, the house can also draw on 
the warmth of the sun, coupled with ground-
source heating and a modern Danish tiled 
stove. 

The wood has been left exposed indoors in 
part because the logs need time to settle, but 
also because the owners love it. 

As Marie Midtsund says: 
»I feel completely at home here.«

norratimber.se

Trall 
av det
rätta 
virket

The German software company PYTHA Lab sets high standards in 
the world of CAD with its soon-to-be-released PYTHA version 25. 

From concept to completion PYTHA 3D CAD is one of the leading 3D CAD systems 
for the woodworking industry, furniture design, commercial joinery, high end kitchen, 
exhibition planning and interior design.

Version 25 will provide an incredibly powerful programming interface, allowing users all over the 
world to develop additional components by themselves. Depending on operational requirements, 
you will be able to effortlessly create your own generators and wizards.  

Whether it be kitchen planning, staircase construction or office furnishings: in a matter of 
minutes, you can configure a fully equipped kitchen or a complex construction of stairs. 

The new PYTHA Plug-ins will complement the module “generators”, as soon as version 25 is 
released. The interface of the plugins is based on the simple script programming language “Lua”. 
A full documentation as a reference as well as some example plugins are accessible online, 
helping future developers to smoothly “learn the ropes” of Lua. 

For more information, contact your local PYTHA dealer or visit www.pytha.com!

Precise. Perfect. PYTHA!
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Flamskyddslack för trä
B-s1,d0 och synligt trä?

Lacka med brandskyddslack från Eld & Vatten.

Finns även som vit täckande färg med samma brandskydd.

EOV Sverige AB | Hyvelvägen 3, 444 32 Stenungsund | 0303-654 20
www.eldochvatten.se

•   Brandklass B-s1,d0
•   Vattenburen. Kan appliceras på nya 
      eller tidigare målade ytor
•   Kan brytas upp till 5% vitt

Ica Lindvallen Lidl Sigtuna, saluhallen
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Young Swedish Design 2022
18 May marked the launch of this 
year’s Young Swedish Design competition.  
A change this time around is that the industry 
body Swedish Wood will be a competition 
partner, inviting competitors on a journey of 
learning and inspiration with a focus on wood, 
its origins and the wide range of applications 
in design and architecture.

With its touring exhibitions and range of 
supportive grants, Young Swedish Design is 
well established as the most important show-
case for the young design scene.

A selection of the competitors will be of-
fered an award in the form of a journey of in-
spiration and learning through central Sweden 
over the course of four days. During this time, 
the competitors will learn about the impor-
tance of the forest and the links along the 
whole value chain.
w|  ungsvenskform.se
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15 september 2021 | Trä! issue 3
A new issue of Trä! The Nordic region’s big-
gest architecture magazine is distributed in 
Sweden and internationally. Would you like 
to be inspired, enlightened and informed 
about sustainable and innovative architec-
ture? Subscribe for free here:
w| tidningentra.se

Joinery Handbook
EDITION 2:2020

— for softwood furniture production
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From concept to design

It is possible to build houses, boats and furniture without drawings, 
as has been done throughout history. But for the customer or client 
to judge what is promised against what is finally delivered, a drawing 
has to be created in advance. A drawing is also required where 
the work will be carried out by someone other than the designer – 
when the designer and the craftsman are not the same person. 

Drawings for individual furniture and prototypes are usually made 
by the designer or joiner and are called working or construction 
drawings. A different kind of design material is necessary for system-
atised series manufacture on a large scale. These are called production 
drawings and are part of the preparatory documentation. They must 
be adapted to standard dimensions that are prescribed in part by 
requirements concerning the function and ergonomics of the finished 
product and in part by the mechanical equipment used in the pro-
duction process.

This chapter takes a deep dive into the different kinds of drawings 
that occur in modern manufacturing. This is followed by some general 
advice and recommendations about suitable dimensions for storage 
furniture, tables and chairs. The chapter concludes with a description 
and definition of the requirements that usually apply for the various 
parts of furniture in the large-scale manufacturing industry. 

1.1 Drawing techniques
The process from concept to finished product requires drawings of 
various kinds, for which there are international standards. Knowing 
about these and all the technical terminology on the different parts 
of a drawing is important for communication with the client and 
everyone else involved.

1.1	 Drawing	techniques  4
 1.1.1 Drawings  5
 1.1.2 Preparing and planning for manufacture  6
 1.1.3 Projection methods  7
 1.1.4 Layout of the drawing sheet  11
 1.1.5 Drawing structure  13
 1.1.6 Tolerances  16
 1.1.7 Cutting list  16

1.2	 Interior	products  17
 1.2.1 Storage furniture  17
 1.2.2 Tables  18
 1.2.3 Chairs  18

1.3	 Classification  19 

1.1 Drawing techniques

Figure 1.1  Drawing of a solid wood sideboard in pine
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2.3 Quality and range

2.3 Quality and range
Some woodworkers and artisans gather their wood from the forest and 
work on the material in its fresh state. However, most producers and 
designers of products in wood choose from the range of wood offered 
by their supplier.

2.3.1 Wood grades, appearance grading
The grade of wood can be specified using a number of parameters, 
including:

Sound knot Horn knotDead knot

Pin knot

Unsound knot

Encased knot

Leaf knot

Knot clusterArris knot

Examples of knot types

Pine edge-glued panels.

The parameters are assessed in visual sorting, known as appearance 
grading. In Sweden this is usually done at the sawmill, following  
the guidelines in the document Grading of sawn timber, 2019 version 1. 
Builders’ merchants use the grading standard SSEN 16111. 

The sawmill will commonly stamp each piece of wood on the end 
with a shipping mark. This allows the graded quality to be checked along 
the chain from the sawmill to the joinery workshop. After processing, 
e.g. planing or splitting, these marks may be cut away or hard to iden-
tify. The grade is then marked on the packaging.

The grading of wood is a general process based on appearance. It is 
thus not designed to take account of the wood’s use, for example in 
joinery, construction or packaging.

Knots
Checks 
Wane
Pitch pockets
Bark-encased scar
Open scars

Cross grain
Top rupture
Compression wood
Wavy grain
Pitchwood
Fungal attack

Deformation
Insect damage
Discolouration
Handling damage
Dimension 
deviations.
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1.1.1 Drawings 
A picture says a thousand words. We can see this as soon as we try to 
describe an object just with words. A description can end up being 
extremely extensive and detailed. A drawing of the object, on the other 
hand, allows us to instantly understand what it looks like and how it 
is constructed. Simple sketches can, for example, describe details, 
joints, structures and more. Drawings are therefore an important 
operational part of a manufacturing company, not least in production. 
When we have an idea about what we want a product to be, we usu-
ally start with a sketch.

A sketch helps us to develop our idea
Detailed drawings are necessary for us to get the products that we really 
want. A company’s customers have the right to receive the products 
they have been promised. It should also be possible to return with 
orders for the same product. The products therefore have to maintain 
the same quality and appearance from one time to the next. In other 
words, for the manufacturing to operate in a way that keeps the cus-
tomers happy, we have to work from the same foundation every time 
we produce a new order. Drawings are therefore an important element 
of the company’s quality system.  

Fig. 1.1, page 4 shows a type of drawing that is common in the join-
ery industry. Architects often use this kind of drawing and it is there-
fore referred to as an architectural drawing. These drawings are life-
size to a scale of 1:1. The disadvantage of a 1:1 scale drawing is that it 
takes up a lot of space and is hard to handle. There are, however, var-
ious methods for reducing the size of the drawing.

Figure 1.2  Drawing of a solid pine drawer

Furniture sketch, Malmstens, Linköping University.

1.1 Drawing techniques
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2.3 Quality and range

The wood is shown in the dimensions: 25 × 100, 50 × 150 and 75 × 200 mmAppearance grades – Quality classes

2.3.2 Regulations for appearance grading
Grading of sawn timber
Under the rules in the document “Grading of sawn timber”, wood is 
sorted into seven classes, with Class I representing the highest quality. 
Classes I–IV are usually grouped under the designation U/S, unsorted. 
Class V is generally referred to as fifths and Class VI is named sixths.

Standard SS-EN 1611-1
According to the standard for appearance grading of softwoods,  
SSEN 16111, the grading may be performed on the faces and the edges 
or only on the faces. In these cases, the grades are called G4 and G2 
respectively. The grading designations are followed by a number from 
0–4 stating the quality of the wood, with 0 as the highest quality.  
A grade can thus have the designation G4-2, which means a 4-sided 
visual sorting of typical construction timber, corresponding to the fifth 
grade, V. An approximate comparison between the two sorting systems 
is given in table 2.5. G2 is a grade that is rarely used in Sweden.

Table 2.4  Wood grades. Common wood products with 
appropriate appearance grades and wood types. 

Type of wood product Grade, class Wood type

Interior cladding G4-1, Class IV  
or better

Pine and spruce

Planed wood for 
interior joinery

G4-1, Class IV  
or better

Pine

Floorboards G4-2, Class V  
or better

Pine and spruce

Mouldings A – B Pine as per 
SS 232811

See also table 2.5.

Facts  Specialist grades

Swedish sawmills may in some cases also supply specialist 
grades for specific purposes. Specialist grades may include 
custom dimensions, moisture content and sorting parameters.

Table 2.5  Wood grades. Approximate relationship between the different 
appearance grades – quality classes. 

Grading rules Grades – quality classes

Grading of  
sawn timber

U/S Fifths Sixths     

I II III IV V 2) VI VII

SS-EN 1611-1

4-sided grading G4-0 G4-1 G4-2 2) G4-3 G4-4

2-sided grading 1) G2-0 G2-1 G2-2 G2-3 G2-4

1) 2-sided grading, G2, seldom used in Sweden. 
2) Most common for construction timber.

Class I – Pine Class II – Pine
Grade G4-0 – Pine 
Class III – Pine

Grade G4-1 – Pine
Class IV – Pine

Grade G4-2 – Pine
Class V – Pine

Grade G4-3 – Pine
Class VI – Pine

Joinery Handbook – for softwood 
furniture production
Swedish Wood (Eng)
978-91-985214-6-7

These days, the furniture industry has a huge 
array of options when it comes to processing 
solid wood for joinery and furniture production 
– manually and increasingly by automated 
means using CNC machines. Sustainability is im-
portant at every stage of production, and not 
just from an ecological perspective, but also in 
economic and social terms.

The first chapter of the Joinery Handbook is 
about the way designs and drawings have a 
major impact on how sustainable and circular 
the furniture or product will be. It is here that 
you can choose natural materials and connec-
tion methods that enable simple dismantling for 
renovation or disposal purposes. Chapter 2 pro-
vides a detailed explanation of everything to do 
with wood and what to think about when or-
dering wood for a project. In the next chapter, 

the handbook goes through machining, con-
nections, hardware, surface coating and main-
tenance procedures for a long service life.

The content of this book is aimed at smaller 
joinery workshops and students, but also at 
larger companies that work in the production 

and design of furniture and fittings, predomi-
nantly in softwood.

The Joinery Handbook can be ordered in 
printed form or downloaded as a PDF.
w| swedishwood.com/publications/list_of_
swedish_woods_publications/snickerihandbok/

Tekla Structures 2021 är här.
Mer exakt. Mer intuitiv. Mer samarbete.

BIM-programvara som lägger grunden för innovativ 
arkitektur och konstruktion – och helt nya sätt att 
kombinera material och geometri. 

Det är mer än förändring. Det är framsteg.

Ta reda på mer på tekla.com/2021

Varför missa något 
förbättrat för att 
det är annorlunda?

VT-dBlock  –  Nytt golvsystem 
Vibratec har en ny lösning för ett kreativt boende.  
Ljuddämpande  –  Justerbart  –  Enkelt

Vibratec Akustikprodukter AB
Hantverkaregatan 7 | 76130 Norrtälje | Sweden
0176 20 78 80 | info@vibratec.se | www.vibratec.se
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